
1st dam
LAVISH LA JOLLA SI 97, by Streakin La Jolla. 4 wins to 4, $25,601. Dam of 12 foals of racing age, 8 to race, 6 winners, 5 ROM, including—
  Dash Michael Dash SI 90 (g. by First Down Dash). 2 wins to 3, $19,122.

2nd dam
LUXURIOUS DREAMS SI 98, by Dash For Cash. 4 wins at 2 and 3, $63,325, *finalist* All American Futurity [G1], Remington Derby [G1], Rainbow Silver Cup [G1]. Sister to DASH'S DREAM SI 113 (*World Champion, Champion 2 years*, $1,119,610 [G1]; dam of EFFORTLESS DREAM SI 95, $175,263 [G3]), Victory Dash SI 94 ($99,070 [G3]), Dreamy Dash SI 88 (dam of SHERRY'S ARIA SI 99, $184,367 [G2]), Mysterious Dreams (dam of MY TASK MASTER SI 98, $60,005; *granddam of MAGIC THUNDER SI 104, $213,890 [G1]; MARY'S CORONITAS SI 96, $174,209 [G3]; A CORONA HABIT SI 96, $58,246; *half sister to ADDICTING ALLURE SI 101 (dam of HEZ HABIT FORMING SI 95, $50,552), Pass Em Streaker SI 91 (dam of CASHEM STREAKER SI 99, *Mexican Champion*; *granddam of SOUTHERN CASH MAN SI 102, $157,589 [G2]), Dam of 6 ROM, including—
  Luxus Chick SI 91 (f. by Chicks Beduino). 2 wins to 3, 3rd Joe B. Turner Memorial S., La Villa S. Dam of—
    Southern Hills SI 99. 2 wins to 3, $25,663, 2nd Gillespie County Fair Futurity [G3], *finalist* in the Sam Houston Distaff Challenge [G3].
  Cartel Dream SI 108. 4 wins to 5, $45,949.

Luxurious La Jolla (f. by Streakin La Jolla). Unplaced in 1 start. Dam of—
  Lajollas Leadinglady SI 95. 2 wins to 3, $22,779. Dam of—
    Cajun Diva SI 95. 5 wins to 7, 2019, $56,429, 2nd Party Girl S. [R].
    Luxuriance SI 98. 9 wins to 8, ($43,134 USA), in Mexico, *finalist* in the Clasico Inaugural [G3].

A Luxury Item SI 80 (f. by Special Effort). Unplaced. Dam of—
  Introspection SI 98. Winner to 3, $9,823, 3rd Retama Park Juvenile Inv. [R].
  Deluxcious SI 91. Winner to 5, $12,760. Dam of—
    Shes A Tourist SI 101. 2 wins to 5, $53,373, 2nd Sunshine State Derby [R].
    Vertical Horizon (f. by Strawfly Special). Unraced. Dam of—

ENGAGEMENTS: Los Alamitos Two Million Fut., Golden State Million Fut., PCQHRA Breeders' Derby

RACE RECORD: Has not started.

Cal-Bred; embryo transfer.